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Science: Animal Nutrition & the 
Skeletal System 

Children will learn about the 
importance of nutrition for humans 
and other animals. They learn about 
the role of a skeleton and muscles and 
identify animals with different types of 
skeleton. 

 

Through the Ages 

 

This project teaches children about British prehistory from the Stone Age to the 

Iron Age, including changes to people and lifestyle caused by ingenuity, 

invention and technological advancement. 

 
English: Reading 

‘Stig of the Dump’ by Clive King. 

Barney visits the local chalk pit. When 

the ground at the edge of the pit gives 

way, Barney falls into the hole and 

meets Stig, a boy from the Stone Age...  

Please make sure children at home 

every day and note it down in their 

reading diaries.  

 

English: Writing 

• Stone Age narratives 

• Instruction writing 

• Cinquain poems 

• Chronological reports 

• Grammar and punctuation, 
including expanded noun 
phrases, inverted commas and 
fronted adverbials 

 

Maths 

• Numbers to 100 and 1000 

• Representing numbers in 
pictures and words 

• Comparing and ordering 
numbers 

• Finding 1, 10 and 100 more or 
less than a number 

• Estimating on a number line 

• Counting in 50s 
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ICT 
Children will begin with the topic ‘We are programmers’ where they will learn to 

create an algorithm for an animated scene in the form of a storyboard. They will use 

Scratch to create animations and build resilience for problem solving.  

 

RE 
 

In RE, children consider the question ‘What is faith?’ and how faith can help different 

people. We will also celebrate the Harvest festival and learn about key people in 

Christianity.  

 

Art 
Prehistoric Pots  
Children learn about Bell Beaker pottery and use clay to make and decorate a Bell 
Beaker-style pot.  
 

Contrast and Complement 
Children will learn colour theory by studying the colour wheel and colour mixing. 

 

D&T 
Cook Well, Eat Well 
Children learn about food groups and the Eatwell guide. They learn about different 
methods of cooking, including potatoes and ratatouille. The children design a taco 
filling according to specific criteria. 
 

PE 
This term, children will engage in Athletics, Hockey, Netball and Gymnastics. 
 

 

Geography 
Our Planet, Our World 
This essential skills and knowledge project teaches children to locate countries and 
cities, and use grid references, compass points and latitude and longitude. They learn 
about the layers of the Earth and plate tectonics and discover the five major climate 
zones. They learn about significant places in the United Kingdom. 

 


